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S A M P L E  T E S T   
Instructions to candidates 

   Remember to record all your answers on your Answer Sheet. 
   No means of help (e.g. dictionaries or smartphones) are allowed. 
   Deal with all parts of the test. 
   There is only one correct answer in the multiple-choice tasks. 
   Correct spelling is required. 
   When you finish, check your work once again carefully. 
   Time allowed: 60 MINUTES 

 

VOCABULARY                 (20points) 

Read the text below and choose which expression (A, B, C or D) best fits each space. 

The Blues is a feeling, most African Americans will tell you. If your girl or boyfriend (1)…………………… you, for 
instance, it's quite likely you'll feel sad or dejected for days. In other words, you'll feel blue; you'll have the blues. 
What few African Americans will tell you is that the (2)…………………… of the expression isn't black and American, 
but English, although today it's usually associated with Black Americans. In 16th century England, people who 
were (3)…………………… were said to be (4)…………………… by the "blue devils". Later, in 1807, American author 
Washington Irving already talked about "having a fit of the blues". 
But the blues today is generally understood as being a type of music which (5)…………………… the feeling of 
depression which was once common to Blacks, due to oppression, segregation and problems with the other sex. 
This may be the reason why Blacks used to say "White men can't have the blues", (6)…………………… not the same 
kind of blues. 
The origins of the blues are difficult to (7)…………………… because, quite (8)……………………, an oral genre like the 
blues leaves few written traces. It seems to have developed about 100 years ago, though the name "blues" was 
not yet used at the time. It grew out of black field songs, negro spirituals and the white folk ballads imported by 
British (9)…………………… and somewhat modified on American soil. 
The first blues recordings appeared around 1920. They were made by black women singers who were actually 
singing a somewhat adulterated form of the music which, (10)…………………… enough, was later called "the classic 
blues". Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith were the most authentic and popular performers of the genre in the 1920's.  
 

1 A brings down B leaves C spoils D jumps 

2 A original B roots C origin D rate 

3 A depressed B depressing C oppressed D oppressing 

4 A prosecuted B persecuted C chasing D followed 

5 A shows off B boasts C plays D expresses 

6 A at least B at last C by chance D in comparison 

7 A retrace B rebuilt C redevelop D recognize 

8 A basically B logical C naturally D virtual 

9 A settlors B settlers C setters D settings 

10 A witty B falsely C weird D strangely 
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READING  

Read through the passage and then continue with Reading Comprehension exercises below. 

 

The world's most famous detective is now 130 years old, and although in fact he never really existed, he is today 
a very real part of English culture. Sherlock Holmes has passed on his remarkable methods to Scotland Yard. His 
analysis is based on the most detailed research. Holmes made famous the arts of observation and deduction. 
When he met Doctor Watson, his friend and assistant, for the first time, he said; "I see you have been to 
Afghanistan," But how did he know?  Watson looked like a medical and a military man. He had a dark skin, but 
his arms were white. His left arm was hurt. So Holmes concluded that he was an English army doctor, and he had 
recently come back from a hot country, with an injured arm. The only possible country, at the time was 
Afghanistan! "Elementary, my dear Watson!" 
Another example: when Dr. Watson showed him his watch, Holmes said: "I see that this watch belonged to your 
older brother, who is now dead. He was an untidy man, and he was very poor, but he had periods of prosperity. 
At the end of his life he drank too much." Again, the explanation was elementary!  
Stanley MacKenzie, president of the Sherlock Holmes Society, said: "Holmes is a mental superman and an 
eccentric. I envy his facility for solving problems in his armchair, with his eyes closed and his hands joined."  
Yes, Holmes was very popular 130 years ago, and he is still very popular today... both as the "real" 19th century 
detective, and now as a modern 21st century detective.  There have been a dozen or so films about Sherlock 
Holmes since the 1970s; and since 2010, the BBC has had a big hit with the series "Sherlock", starring Benedict 
Cumberbatch as a modern-day Sherlock Holmes. 
Conan Doyle did not want Sherlock Holmes to live for so long! In fact he tried to stop writing the Sherlock Holmes 
stories in 1893, with the story "The Final Problem". Holmes and Moriarty, his big enemy, had a fight at the 
Riechenbach Falls in Switzerland, and they fell together into the water. But the readers protested so much that 
Conan Doyle was forced to "resurrect" the detective. Holmes "miraculously" survived, and there was another 
book of stories ten years later. Now at Meiringen in Switzerland, at the site of the falls, there is a "Sherlock 
Holmes pub" and a "Sherlock Holmes hotel", and a large Sherlock Holmes museum. 
In England, there is a big "Sherlock Holmes Society". Members of the Society take the stories very seriously. They 
have meetings and discussions, where they talk about the books, and discuss some of the problems that still 
exist. For example, in one of the stories, Holmes took a train from London to Paris, but arrived in Paris before the 
train! How did he do it? One member looked at the train timetables of the 1890's, and found an explanation: He 
could have changed trains at Reading, near London, to arrive at the coast more quickly! It's elementary of course, 
for Sherlock Holmes. 
Sherlock Holmes is a legend that will not die. Every week about 40 cards and letters, addressed to Mr. Holmes, 
are delivered at his address, 221B, Baker Street, in London. People ask the detective to solve their personal 
mysteries for them — some letters even asked him to explain international events!  
There is a secretary who answers all the letters to Sherlock Holmes: she always says that Holmes has retired, and 
that he now lives in the country, where he keeps bees. It's a pity! 
 
READING COMPREHENSION 

Task One: Based on the text above, indicate whether the statements are true (T) or false (F).          (10 points) 

11 The Scotland Yard is trained in Sherlock Holmes methods even today.  

 

12 Holmes is famous for finding an elementary explanation to things. 

 

13 When writing his stories Conan Doyle hoped for his character to live for a long time.   

 

14 People meet at the Sherlock Holmes museum to discuss books and problems that still exist. 

 

15  Letters and cards are sent to Holmes’s address but they cannot be delivered.   

  

Task Two: Read the text again and write appropriate questions to the given answers         (10 points). 

 

16 Q:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 A: The arts of observation and deduction. 
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17  Q:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 A: That he is a mental superman. 

 

18 Q:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 A: Dozen or so. 

 

19 Q:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 A: The readers. 

 

20 Q:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 A: International events. 

 

GRAMMAR 

Task One: Complete the following sentences with a correct preposition.            (8 points) 

21 It’s difficult to contact Mike because he is constantly _______ the phone. 

22 What is on _______ the cinema this week? 

23 I will be away _______ Monday –but just the one day. 

24 Jane failed her driving test _______ she expected. 

 

VOCABULARY 

Task Two: Use the words on the right to complete the gaps. You need to use the word in its correct form as 

in this example:                       (20 points) 

Artists must be _creative_, otherwise they just repeat what they see or hear.     CREATE  

25 The institutions of the EU form the framework of ________ between 28 countries. COOPERATE 

26 The members of the Parliament are elected every 5 years in a Europe-wide ________ ELECT  

27 One of the most famous ____________ in the world must be the Eifel Tower in Paris. CONSTRUCT  

28 The huge iron tower was an ____________ idea for its time.    AMBITION 

29 It was the ____________ building in the world until 1930s.    TALL 

30 You get an amazing view of the ____________ city from the top.   SURROUND 

31 Its ____________ will always remain assured for tourists.    POPULAR 

32 While the population in Europe and America is becoming older, those in ____________  

countries are becoming younger.       DEVELOP 

33 Young people’s tastes are influencing ____________ habits in our world today. CONSUME 

34 Pop music has a ____________ appeal.       UNIVERSE 

 

GRAMMAR 

Task Two: Complete the following sentences with the most appropriate expression.                         (22 points) 

35 They told us ____________ all the necessary documents. 

 A to bring  B bringing  C having brought  D bring 

 

36 I think you owe me ____________ apology. 

 A 0 (nothing)  B the   C a   D an 

 

37 She thought, they ____________ before. But he apparently knew her. 

 A hadn’t met  B hasn’t met  C didn’t meet  D haven’t been meeting 

 

38 I am having my hair ____________ tomorrow morning. 

 A to do   B doing   C done   D do  
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39 I would answer if I ____________ what he was asking. 

 A knew   B will know  C know   D had known  

  

40 I expected the package would ____________ by now. 

 A being delivering  B deliver   C be delivering  D have been delivered 

 

41 I ____________ several times since we last met.  

 A am moving  B moved  C have moved  D was moving 

  

42 My father and his business partner arranged ____________ at 6 but the partner didn’t come. 

 A to meeting  B to meet  C meet   D meeting 

 

43 The commission has been asked to enquire ____________ the accident. 

 A into   B in   C to   D of 

 

44 We need to discuss the proposal in ____________ detail. 

 A a   B 0 (nothing)  C the   D an 

 

45 If motorists ____________ more slowly, there wouldn’t be so many accidents. 

 A would drive  B had driven  C drive   D drove  

 

Task Three: Replace the underlined expression by the most appropriate phrasal verb.           (10 points) 

46 We think this new invention will quickly become popular. 

 A turn up  B catch on  C catch up  D turn on 

 

47 Mary should continue her work on the report. 

 A get down  B get over  C get on with  D get around 

 

48 When we had babies our neighbours had to tolerate some noise at night. 

 A put up with  B come up with  C get on with  D look forward to 

 

49 Will you find the time to do it soon?  

 A get over   B get round to  C get up   D get at 

 

50 Why don’t you talk louder? People in the back can’t hear you.  

 A speak on  B speak out  C speak about  D speak up 


